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ARTH 420  
Selected Topics in Art and Architecture 1:  

Contemporary Comics and Race 
Winter 2021 
 

Instructors: Itzayana Gutiérrez Arillo and Jessica Fontaine 
Department of Art History and Communication Studies 
Itzayana Gutiérrez Arillo 
itzayana.gutierrezarillo@mcgill.ca  
 

Jessica Fontaine 
jessica.fontaine3@mcgill.ca 

Email: You are welcome to contact either instructor. However, when you are asking 
questions about assignments, please email both instructors. Emails will be answered 
within 48 hours except on weekends.  
 
Course Seminar Time in Zoom: Fridays 2:35 p.m. - 4:25 p.m. 
 
Student Office Hours: Immediately after seminar Zoom on  
Fridays 4:25 p.m. - 5:25 p.m. or by appointment.  
 
Course Description: In this undergraduate seminar, we will engage with a variety of 
contemporary comics formats (comic books, digital comics, and graphic novels) and 
genres (superhero comics, speculative fiction, coming of age narratives, life writing, and 
comics essays). The purpose of the course is to learn how to investigate the ways in 
which comics participate in the construction and deconstruction of race and 
racialization. Analysis of practices of (in)visibility, caricaturing and stereotyping, 
worldbuilding, and documenting will be part of our regular practice. There will also be a 
drawing and research creation component in this course.  
 
We will approach comic texts and cultures through analytical lenses drawn from studies 
of comics, media, feminism, critical race, and culture. The following questions will 
animate our discussions, investigations, and production of comics: How do comics 
creators utilize the distinct formal and 11material conventions of comics to construct or 
visualize narratives and worlds, and/or to represent their lived experiences and the 
experiences of others? How do comics construct meaning? How might attending to the 
aesthetics, narratives, production and circulation of comics draw our attention to 
political, social, cultural, and racial conditions?  
 
Students do not need prior experience in reading, studying or drawing comics to take 
this course. In the first section of the course, we will develop a working vocabulary that 
will serve as the critical foundation of our shared work, and we will have regular 
practices to acquire basic drawing skills.    
 
Keywords: comics, form, race, intersectionality, representation.  
Course Materials: Readings for this course will include articles, book chapters, and 
comics and comics excerpts. We will also watch videos and listen to interviews. 
Required materials for this course will be available as PDFs on MyCourses, 
electronically through McGill Library, or through links shared on MyCourses.   

mailto:itzayana.gutierrezarillo@mcgill.ca
mailto:jessica.fontaine3@mcgill.ca
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Course Objectives:  Students in this course will: 
- Become familiar with a variety of comics media, genres, materials, and 

technologies as well as aspects of comics culture and industries  
- Comprehend and define key terms and critical concepts from comics studies, 

cultural studies, critical race studies, and feminist studies 
- Apply critical concepts to interpret and investigate comics texts and culture, 

particularly through an intersectional analytical lens that pays careful attention to 
race 

- Analyze the ways that cartoonists and readers engage with the formal elements 
of comics to construct meaning and investigate the social and cultural contexts in 
which such meanings are produced and circulated 

- Develop writing and “comics-making” strategies for constructing rigorous and 
critical arguments 

- Practice facilitating and fostering generative discussions 
 
Attendance: This course will be delivered synchronously and asynchronously. Students 
are expected to regularly attend zoom lectures, discussion sessions, and workshops 
which will be held during the scheduled class time. Students who are unable to attend 
the weekly synchronous seminar meetings on Zoom throughout the term must inform 
the professors in advance. The professors will arrange alternative components and 
accommodations if virtual meetings are not possible.  
 
Course Delivery: All aspects of this course have been designed to be delivered 
remotely through MyCourses and Zoom. The MyCourses platform will house course 
materials, including the syllabus, readings, and assignment guides. All professor 
lectures will be recorded live on Zoom and posted to MyCourses after the regular 
seminar time under Lecture Recordings. You should regularly check MyCourses for 
updates and announcements.  
 
Syllabus Change: In the event of extraordinary circumstances beyond the University’s 
control, the content and/or evaluation scheme of this course is subject to change.  
 

ASSIGNMENTS 
Students will be provided with assignment guides for the Short Comic Essay, 
Workshops, and Final Project in class. All written assignments will be submitted through 
MyCourses under the Discussions or Assignment tabs.  
 
Reading Responses - 15%: Due the Thursday before class at 5 p.m. on the 
Discussion Forum on MyCourses 
Students must post only 6 reading responses to MyCourses throughout the term. To 
receive credit, a reading response should raise a question for discussion from one or 
more readings, draw connections between readings, provide a brief analysis of one of 
the comics assigned, or highlight a particular passage from the readings that require 
further discussion. Each response should be 50-100 words. The aim of reading 
responses is to draw attention to key arguments, issues, and approaches in the course 
materials and to point to places in the materials where we might begin our weekly 
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discussions. Reading responses that do this will receive full credit. Reading responses 
may also be on materials listed as further readings that week. Reading responses and 
subsequent comments may be read during our Zoom sessions to initiate conversation.  
 
*Out of the 6 reading responses, at least 2 should be written in the form of a 2-6 
panel comic. Comics will not be graded based on quality of drawings, rather on 
the engagement with course materials. For reading response comics, you may use 
drawing software or draw by hand with pens/crayons/markers/etc. on paper and upload 
a photograph of the comic to the reading response thread. We will not grade technical 
proficiency in drawing. We just require you to engage with the language and play with it.  
Mixed media comics also welcome.  

You are welcomed and encouraged to post on each other's reading responses to 
develop ideas and discussion. However, you are expected to follow our course etiquette 
and discussion expectations when doing so.  
Grading: Pass/ Fail 

Short Comic Essay - 15% Due Date: Friday, February 26th 
Students will write a 2-4 page (at least 4 panel per page) short comic essay about a 
concept discussed in class. This is not a fictional exercise but a scholarly comic essay. 
The short comics essay may be developed from a previous written or comic reading 
response. A comic essay should use images, drawn sequences, and short texts to 
explain or engage with theoretical concepts about race and/or examine issues of racial 
inequality. Comics may be drawn by hand or using drawing software. Mixed media 
submissions are also welcome. The comic essay will not be graded based on drawing 
ability. Rather, we are interested in how the comic shows engagement with course 
materials and works with the comic possibilities in a theoretical way to develop an 
argument (for example layout, panels, gutters, speech balloons, narrative boxes, 
different narrative voices, character design, facial expressions, etc.). 
  
Participation - 10% 
Discussion is an important component of knowledge production and learning in seminar 
courses. We are all expected to come to our weekly zoom seminar sessions having 
read, viewed, or listened to the required course materials. We should be prepared to 
raise questions and comments about the texts, and to listen and consider carefully our 
course mates’ contributions. Discussion contributions during the seminar sessions can 
be made through the audio or audio/video function or chat function on Zoom.  
 
Contributions to the overall course may also be made through the Discussions tab on 
MyCourses by responding to coursemates’ weekly reading responses, asking questions 
in the general discussions forum, or sharing comics and comics studies material that 
you find useful. Those students who are unable to attend the weekly zoom sessions 
throughout the term will complete an alternative course component that will likely 
include posting comments on coursemates’ posts. Participation marks are not assigned 
based on quantity of contributions, but rather on the quality of contributions.  
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Please see the Etiquette section of the syllabus for guidelines and expectations about 
how we will hold discussion together both during live sessions and on MyCourses.  
 
Workshops - 30% 
We will have four workshops throughout the term. Students will receive a grade based 
on their completion of workshop exercises (synchronous or asynchronous) and on their 
required submission materials.  
 

1. Making Comics Essays - Friday, February 12th - Students will read examples 
of comic essays to prepare for this workshop. We will discuss how these essays 
develop and express their argument and practice drawing short comics essays to 
prepare for the Short Comic Essay assignment due Friday, February 26th. 
Students will share their practice comics in the MyCourses Discussions 
forum. Grades will not be based on drawing proficiency. We all come to this 
course with different experience levels with drawing. We are interested in 
engagement with workshop exercises.    

2. Developing Research Questions and Visual Proposals - Friday, March 12th 
- Students should come to this workshop with an idea of what they might work on 
for their final project. Students will then submit a 500 word proposal with some 
visual keys developed from their work in the session on Friday, March 19th.  

3. Peer Editing - April 9th- Students should bring a rough draft (at least 2 pages 
and an outline) of their final project to this workshop. Students will break into 
small groups, read each other’s work and offer generative feedback.  

4. Final Project Presentations - April 13th - Students will share their final projects 
with the class in 5 minute presentations. Presentations may be given live or 
recorded based on student’s availability to attend the live Zoom seminar session.   

 
Final Project - 30% Due Date: April 20th 
Students have 2 options for the final project. For both options, students may submit 
individually or in pairs. Students may develop their final project from a reading response 
or the short comics essay. The final project should draw on and synthesize concepts 
and vocabulary from across the course.  
Option 1: an 8-10 page written scholarly essay.  
Option 2: an 8-10 page scholarly comics essay (highly encouraged).    
  
Language: This course’s language of instruction and seminar discussion is English. 
However, in accordance with McGill University’s Charter of Students’ Rights, you may 
submit any written work in French.  
 
Grading: We are eager to see you do well on assignments. If you have any questions 
about the assignments or materials, please see one of us during office hours. Grades 
will be assigned according to the scale set out in the McGill Arts and Sciences calendar 
scale. Grades in the “A” range will be awarded for outstanding work; grades in the “B” 
range will be awarded for above satisfactory work; grades in the “C” range will be 
awarded for satisfactory work; grades in the “D” range are applied to unsatisfactory 
work.  
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Final grades will be based on the McGill University scale reproduced here: 
85-100% = A  
80-84% = A-  
75-79% = B+  
70-74% = B  
65-69% =B- 

60-64% = C+ 
55-59% = C 
50-54% = D (Conditional Pass)  
0-49% = F (Fail)

 
Grade Appeals: All assignments are graded on performance, not effort. Grades are 
final, except where a mistake has been made in calculation. The instructors will change 
grades only in the following: (a) if an error has been made at the level of calculation, or 
(b) if you have not been held to the same standard as everyone else. If you seek 
clarification on a grade you have received, you should contact the instructor who 
assigned the grade during her online office hours, keeping in mind the criteria of 
evaluation on which your assignment was graded. The professors will discuss ways in 
which you can understand the evaluation and improve upon your performance. 
 
Extensions and Late Assignments: All assignments are announced well in advance 
of their due dates. This provides students with ample time to prepare and complete 
them. Unless other arrangements have been made in advance, a 5% penalty per day 
will be applied to late submissions.  
 
Illness, Mental Health, and other Barriers: If you are having trouble and think you will 
be unable to make an assignment deadline, please contact the professors. If you should 
need assistance, Counseling Services provides personal, academic, and career 
counseling to undergraduate and graduate students. They also offer workshops on 
study skills, multiple choice exams, test anxiety/stress management. Students can also 
visit the Wellness Hub for more information: 514-398-6017 
https://www.mcgill.ca/wellness-hub/. For other resources available to students, please 
see the section on Accomodations below.  
 
Accomodations: If you require accommodations due to special circumstances, 
challenges or disabilities, please notify both the professors and the Office for Students 
with Disabilities (OSD) as soon as possible. The OSD provides a broad range of 
support and services to assist students, faculty, and staff with disabilities. (3100 Brown 
Student Services Bldg., 398-6009 (voice), 398-8198 (TDD) (http://www.mcgill.ca/osd/). 
Every effort will be made to accommodate students with special needs arising from 
learning challenges and disabilities. 
Please note the above commitment to accommodate applies equally to survivors of 
sexual assault and/or harassment on or off campus. Survivors are encouraged to 
consult the resources provided by the Students’ Society of McGill University 
(https://ssmu.ca/resources/sexual-violence/), the Sexual Assault Centre of the McGill 
Students’ Society (http://www.sacomss.org/wp/) and the McGill Office for Sexual 
Violence Response, Support and Education (https://www.mcgill.ca/osvrse/). 
Other Resources: The Writing Centre offers individual consultation on all aspects of 
writing. Appointments are required. We highly recommend this university resource if you 
want to work on your writing. 514-398-7109, https://www.mcgill.ca/mwc/. Queer McGill 

https://www.mcgill.ca/wellness-hub/
https://www.mcgill.ca/osvrse/
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provides social, political, and informational support for queer students by queer 
students. 514-398-6913 andhttps://www.mcgill.ca/engage/support/queer-mcgill. First 
People’s House provides a “home away from home” for Indigenous students, promoting 
academic success as well as community connection. 514-398- 3217 and 
https://www.mcgill.ca/fph/. The Black Students’ Network provides support for black 
students, and also works to raise awareness at McGill of issues that Black individuals 
face; they also work to make the campus safer and more accessible for black students. 
Find them online at: https://www.mcgill.ca/engage/support/black-students-network. 
Additionally, the McGill Office of Religious and Spiritual Life is available as a 
nondenominational religious and spiritual hub on campus. 
https://www.mcgill.ca/engage/support/mcgill-office-religious-and-spiritual-life-morsl 
 
Academic Integrity: McGill University takes academic integrity very seriously. All 
students must understand the meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism and 
other academic offences under the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary 
Procedures (see www.mcgill.ca/students/srr/honest/). 
 
Course Expectations and Etiquette: This course will discuss sensitive and difficult 
topics. Some of our course materials explore or visualize themes and experiences of 
violence and trauma, including suicide, violence against Indigenous women, 
microagressions and violence performed by the state. They include graphic images and 
offensive language, including racist and anti-queer slurs. Although we will discuss and 
analyse these images and text, we will not repeat or use such offensive language during 
our discussions. 
 
ARTH 420 is designed to be a space in which we can grow as scholars, critics, writers, 
analysts, and perhaps, cartoonists. In this space, we are able to try out ideas, even if we 
might abandon them later. In this course, one of our goals is to give ourselves and other 
people the space to transform their thinking and change their minds. We do not seek a 
purity of ideas. We recognize that our thoughts and beliefs are contingent, often 
contradictory, mutable, partial, and sometimes uncertain. In the midst of all of this, 
clarity in what we say and write is especially valuable. Respectful dialogue is 
expected of everyone. And while disagreements are expected, they should not shut 
down dialogue. Learning is a process: we make mistakes; we change our minds; we 
sometimes regret some of the things we’ve said. Our aim is to work together to learn 
and un-learn some of the things we take for granted, and to sharpen our analytic skills 
in the process. 
 
To this end, please grant your fellow course participants courtesy and respect, 
whether you agree with what they say or not. Avoid attacking someone’s character 
or personhood if you disagree with something they have said: what someone thinks or 
says is not reducible to who and where they are. Our goal in using the discussion forum 
and talking in small groups is to understand the texts we read, the concepts we use, 
and the media examples we encounter, and how they might be useful to us. As much as 
possible, let’s work to avoid purely negative critique in comments and responses. Let’s 
also extend the same consideration to classmates. Consider what other people say in 

http://www.mcgill.ca/students/srr/honest/
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their comments, annotations, and discussion forum posts and think about how you can 
build on them and respond as generously as possible. Do the same in our live Zoom 
sessions. 
While we all bring interesting experiences to the course, consider whether and if you 
want to bring them up in discussion. If you do bring up your own experience, recognize 
that it becomes a topic for discussion. Ask yourself what point you want to make by 
talking about yourself or something personal. Do you want others to know this about 
you? You do not have to express your own opinion on a subject. You are also free to 
change your mind on any topic at any time. 
 

Schedule 
Friday, January 8 - Welcome - No Zoom Seminar  

 
Look over MyCourses and read over the syllabus prior to our January 15th seminar. If 
you have any questions about the syllabus, please post them in the Discussions thread.  
 

Friday, January 15 - Reading Comics and Visualizing Race  
Readings:  
Rifkind, Candida and Brandon Christopher. How Comics Work. Illustrated by Alice RL. 
Winnipeg: Department of English, University of Winnipeg. 2019, uwinnipeg.ca/1B19.  
 
Chiu, Monica. “Visual Realities of Race.” Drawing New Color Lines: Transnational Asian 
American Graphic Narratives, edited by Monica Chiu. Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 2014, pp. 1-23 [Read to page 13. Stop at Chapter Summaries.]  
 
Comics: 
Sinclair, Niigaanwewidam James. “Warrior Nation.” Illustrated and coloured by Andrew 
Lodrick. In This Place: 150 Years Retold. Winnipeg: HighWater Press, 2019, pp. 220-
244.   
 
Flowers, Ebony. “My Lil Sister Lena,” The Paris Review, 24 July 2019, 
https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2019/07/24/my-lil-sister-lena/.  
 
Further (Not Required) Reading: 
Isoke, Zenzele. “Race and Racialization.” The Oxford Handbook of Feminist Theory, 
edited by Lisa Disch and Mary Hawkesworth. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016, 
pp. 1-21.  
 
Interview with Ebony Flowers: “Ebony Flowers with Naomi Elias.” The Brooklyn Rail. 
https://brooklynrail.org/2019/09/art_books/EBONY-FLOWERS-with-Naomi-Elias  
 

Friday, January 22 - Character Analysis  
Readings: 
Banta, Martha. “Heads and Spectral bodies.” Barbaric Intercourse: Caricature and the 
Culture of Conduct, 1841-1936. Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 
2003, pp. 37-52. 

https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2019/07/24/my-lil-sister-lena/
https://brooklynrail.org/2019/09/art_books/EBONY-FLOWERS-with-Naomi-Elias
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Fernandez, Ramona. “The Somatope: from Bakhtin’s Chronotope to Haraway’s Cyborg 
via James Cameron’s Dark Angel and Avatar”, The Journal of Popular Culture, Vol. 47, 
No. 6, 2014, pp. 1122-1138. 
 
Comics: TBD 
 

Friday, January 29 - Layout and Sequentiality: Inclusions and Exclusions  
Readings: 
Postema, Barbara. “Concerning the In-Between: Layout in Frames and Gutters” and “All 
in a Row: Creating Action through Sequence.”Narrative Structure in Comics. Rochester: 
RIT Press, 2013, pp. 27-77 
 
Chiu, Monica. “The Visual Life of Homosexuality and Race in Tamaki and Tamaki’s 
Skim.” Drawing New Color Lines: Transnational Asian American Graphic Narratives, 
edited by Monica Chiu. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2014, pp. 28-48.  
 
Comics: 
Tamaki, Mariko and Jillian Tamaki. Skim. Toronto: Groundwood Books, 2008. [Read or 
“skim” pages 6-41, read pages 42- 89] 
 
Tomine, Adrian. The Loneliness of the Long-Distance Cartoonist. Montreal: Drawn & 
Quarterly, 2020. [Read pages 7-32] 
 
Further (Not Required) Reading:  
Interview with Jillian Tamaki: Ishii, Anne. “Picking Battles with Jillian Tamaki.” The 
Margins. Asian American Writers’ Workshop. 12 February 2015. 
https://aaww.org/picking-battles-jillian-tamaki-ii/ 
 
Interview with Adrian Tomine: Nguyen, Viet Thanh. “Escaping Loneliness: An Interview 
with Adrian Tomine.” The Paris Review. 15 October 2020. 
https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2020/10/15/escaping-loneliness-an-interview-with-
adrian-tomine/ 
 
 

Friday, February 5 - Typography, Storytelling, Plot  
Readings:  
Tomashevsky, Boris. “Story, Plot, Motivation”, in Brian Richardson (ed.), Narrative 
Dynamics: Essays on Time, Plot, Closure, and Frames, The Ohio State University 
Press, 2002. 
 
Wang, Yen, “Now You See It: Helvetica, Modernism and the Status Quo of Design”, 
Dangerous Objects. Thoughts on the intersection of racism and design, 2016, 
https://medium.com/@earth.terminal/now-you-see-it-110b77fd13db  
 

Comics: TBD 

https://aaww.org/picking-battles-jillian-tamaki-ii/
https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2020/10/15/escaping-loneliness-an-interview-with-adrian-tomine/
https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2020/10/15/escaping-loneliness-an-interview-with-adrian-tomine/
https://medium.com/@earth.terminal/now-you-see-it-110b77fd13db
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Friday, February 12 - Workshop - Making Comics Essays 

Readings:  
Flowers, Ebony. 2017. “Drawbridge” (doctoral dissertation, The University of Wisconsin-
Madison, 2017), pp.1-34.  
 
Chen, Viola, "Happy objects", produced inside the Manga essay Seminar, Coordinated 
by Thomas Lamarre, lead by Annie Harrison and Hera Chan, Mcgill University, Fall 
2015.  
 
 
Further (Not Required) Readings: 
Passmore, Ben. “Your Black Friend.” Silver Sprocket. 
https://www.silversprocket.net/2017/09/19/ben-passmores-your-black-friend-wins-
ignatz-brick-for-outstanding-comic/  
 
Video: “Making Comics for the Politically Indifferent with Ben Passmore.” Black 
Mountain Institute. YouTube. 14 August 2020. https://youtu.be/Sd9cLxCp82Q 
 
The Black Mountain Institute has a series of Comics Workshops on YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLOCqaYZhg5xyNrXeGYoOGZJpR8Tecprx 
 
 
                       Friday, February 19 - Gutters and (In)Visibility 
Readings:  
Tuck, Eve. “Suspending Damage: A Letter to Communities.” Harvard Education Review 
79, no. 3 (2009): 409-427.  
 
de Finney, Sandrina “Playing Indian and other Settler Stories of Indigenous Girlhood.” 
Continuum: Journal of Media & Cultural Studies 29, no. 2 (2015): 168-181.  
 
Listen to April 7, 2017 Interview with David Alexander Robertson & Iskwé on CBC’s The 
Next Chapter: https://www.cbc.ca/books/will-i-see-1.4060848 (17 mins, 07 secs)  
 
Comics:  
Robertson, David, Iskwé, GMB Chomichuk, and Eric Leslie. Will I See?. Winnipeg: 
HighWater Press, 2016.  
 
Further (Not Required) Reading: 
Davies, Dominic. “Introduction: Documenting Trauma in Comics” in Documenting 
Trauma in Comics: Traumatic Pasts, Embodied Histories, and Graphic Reportage, 
edited by Dominic Davies and Candida Rifkind. London: Palgrave, 2020, pp. 1-20.  
 
 

Friday, February 26 - Mass Culture, Superheroes  
 

https://www.silversprocket.net/2017/09/19/ben-passmores-your-black-friend-wins-ignatz-brick-for-outstanding-comic/
https://www.silversprocket.net/2017/09/19/ben-passmores-your-black-friend-wins-ignatz-brick-for-outstanding-comic/
https://youtu.be/Sd9cLxCp82Q
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLOCqaYZhg5xyNrXeGYoOGZJpR8TecprxS
https://www.cbc.ca/books/will-i-see-1.4060848
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****Short Comic Essay assignment due**** 
 
Readings:  
Leslie, Esther. “Eye Candy and Adorno’s Silly Symphony”, Hollywood flatlands. 
Animation, critical theory and the avant-garde. Verso, London / New York: 2004, pp. 
158-199.  
 
Eco, Umberto, “The Myth of Superman”, Originally published as “Il mito di Superman e 
la dissolozione del tempo,” in Demitizzazione e immagine, ed. E. Castelli (Padua: 
Cedam, 1962), pp. 146-154. 
 
Comics: TBD 
 

Friday, March 5: Spring Break - No Class 
 

Friday, March 12 - Workshop - Developing Research Questions and Visual 
Proposals 

 
Friday, March 19 - Videogames, Avatars, and Race  
 
****Final Project Proposal Due**** 
 
Readings: 
Rivera, Takeo. “Do Asians Dream of Electric Shrieks?: Techno-Orientalism and 
Erotohistoriographic Masochism in Eidos Montreal’s Deus Ex: Human Revolution.” 
Amerasia Journal 40-2. 2014, pp. 67-86. 
 
Gutierrez, Itzayana. "Remediating Kalimán: Digital Evolutions of Eugenic Agents", in 
Asian Diaspora Visual Cultures and the Americas, No. 5 (2019), London, Brill, pp. 56-
77. 
 
Comics: TBD 
 

Friday, March 26 - Imagining and Visualizing Otherwise  
Readings:  
Schalk, Sami. “The Future of Bodyminds, Bodyminds of the Future.” In Bodyminds 
Reimagined: (Dis)ability, Race, and Gender in Black Women’s Speculative Fiction. 
Durham: Duke University Press, 2018, pp. 85-112.   
 
Justice, Daniel Heath. “Indigenous Wonderworks and the Settler-Colonial Imaginary” 
Apex Magazine, 10 August 2017, https://apex-magazine.com/indigenous-wonderworks-
and-the-settler-colonial-imaginary/  (10 mins read) 
 
Watch the opening 17 minutes of “AFROFUTURIST COMICS: Sankofa and the Black 
Speculative Re-Imagination” https://youtu.be/FX3hyvk__Co to see and hear Nalo 

https://apex-magazine.com/indigenous-wonderworks-and-the-settler-colonial-imaginary/
https://apex-magazine.com/indigenous-wonderworks-and-the-settler-colonial-imaginary/
https://youtu.be/FX3hyvk__Co
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Hopkinson and John Jenning’s read excerpts from each other’s comics  (The Parable of 
the Sower and House of Whispers) 
 
Comics: 
Vowel, Chelsea. “kitaskînaw 2350.” Illustrated by Tara Audibert and Coloured by 
Donovan Yaciuk. In This Place: 150 Years Retold.  Winnipeg: Highwater Press, 2019, 
pp. 246-276.   
 
Duffy, Damian, Octavia E. Butler and John Jennings. Octavia E. Butler's Parable of the 
Sower. New York: Abrams ComicArts, 2020. [Look through pages posted in 
MyCourses. Read what you can.] 
 
 

Friday, April 2 - No Class  
 

Friday, April 9 - Workshop: Peer Editing  
 

****Bring draft of final project - at least 2 pages and a rough outline**** 
 

Tuesday, April 13th (Make - up class for April 2) –  
Workshop: Final Project Presentations 

 
****Be prepared to present on your final project for approx. 5 min**** 

 
 

*****FINAL PROJECTS DUE ON APRIL 20th***** 
 
 

COMICS RESOURCES 
 

McGill Library OverDrive Comics Collection: 
https://mcgill.overdrive.com/search?subject=26&subject=12&sortBy=newlyadded 
 
For those in Montréal, McGill library also has some print copies of graphic novels and 
comics that can checked out through the Library Pickup Service: 
https://www.mcgill.ca/library/about/terrace-side-pickup  
 
 

 

 

https://mcgill.overdrive.com/search?subject=26&subject=12&sortBy=newlyadded
https://www.mcgill.ca/library/about/terrace-side-pickup
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